Citizens Jury
Guidelines for Witnesses

Role
The Bronte Catchment Project Team aims to ensure that the Citizens Jury is an inclusive, accessible and quality process. This involves providing a framework within which jurors can deliberate, discuss and debate, while others can witness, learn and evaluate.

Witnesses are required to:
• Read and accept the following rules of participation.
• Read and accept the confidentiality agreement.
• Present their respective argument to the jury

Permission to attend
Witnesses are bound by a confidentiality agreement. Permission to participate is based on the witnesses acceptance of this agreement.

Rules of participation
• In addition to presenting their argument to the citizens jury, witnesses are required to answer questions from the jury which seek clarification
• Witnesses are to respect the aims and objectives of the process and the jury
• Witnesses are to respect the roles of all participants

Bronte Catchment Project
Will
• Treat all witnesses fairly and equally
• Provide witnesses opportunities to feedback on process
• Incorporate witnesses perspectives into evaluation of process